
 

 

ALAMEDA COUNTY 
PUBLIC HEALTH COMMISSION 

 
MEETING OF July 9, 2009 

 
MINUTES 

 
                Attendance Log:                                                (P = Present, E = Excused, A=Absent) 

Dist.# Member Name Term Exp. 01/08 03/12 05/08 07/09 09/10 11/12
1 Angela Griffiths 05/22/09 E E E E   
1 Marlene Peterson  06/30/09 E E A A   
1 Ray Grimm 02/19/10 P P E P   
1 VACANT        
1 VACANT        
2 B. Lokelani Wilson 10/12/10 P P E E   
2 Brenda Parish 11/06/09 P E A P   
2 Carlos Londoño 12/05/10 A P P P   
2 Noel Panlilio 12/19/10 E E E P   
2 Rajesh Verma 11/06/09 E A A E   
3 Dom Dicolen 06/30/09 A P P A   
3 Nancy Shemick 06/30/09 P P E P   
3 T. Jong Wan Kim 09/10/08 E E A E   
3 VACANT        
3 VACANT        
4 Carol Woltring 12/05/10 E P P P   
4 Gloria Crowell  06/20/10 P P E P   
4 John Bergman 12/05/10 A E A A   
4 Kenya Nu’man 04/10/09 E P P P   
4 Kwaylon Marshall 08/01/10 E E A P   
5 Ana Traylor 10/07/09 P P P P   
5 Bonnie Wheatley 06/30/10 P A E P   
5 Madeline Oden 10/09/09 P P P E   
5 Larry Platt 10/07/09 P E P P   
5 Stephen Sidney 06/30/09 P P P P   

 
 
Staff:  

 Carmen Drake, Public Health, Office of the Director 
 

Guest:  
 Suzanne Barba 
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APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Minutes from the March minutes were unanimously approved with no changes.  Minutes for the 
May meeting were approved unanimously with one word change. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS/PUBLIC COMMENTS 

− Brenda Parish has been newly appointed to the Commission.  She is from District 2.  She 
lives in Hayward.  She is a nursing student at San Francisco State University. She worked 
in Alameda County Public Health for 12 years before moving to Sutter County where she 
worked in Public Health as well. So, she is no stranger to public health and she is very 
interested in wanting to stay involved in what is going on in the community. 

− Commissioner Sidney announced he has reconsidered his departure from the Public 
Health Commission and, instead, has contacted the Board of Supervisors for 
reappointment. 

 
COMMISSIONER VACANCY REVIEW 

Commissioners discussed the appropriate way to determine a quorum since we have some active 
Commissioners whose terms have expired and some Commissioners whose terms are still in 
effect whom we have not seen. Commissioner Bergman contacted Carmen to let her know that 
he is no longer on the Commission. His term was not due to expire until December, 2010. To 
date, Carmen has not received any paperwork from the Board of Supervisors to that effect. Anita 
contacted Commissioner Peterson and was informed that she is no longer on the Commission.  
We have two vacancies in District 1, two vacancies in District 3 and one vacancy in District 4 
(with John Bergman’s resignation). Commissioners are in the process of actively recruiting 
interested parties to fill out an Application for Membership. Commissioners will go over those 
applications at the next Steering Committee meeting. Thus far we have received one application 
(from Suzanne Barba). Commissioners agreed that all applications should be in two weeks 
before the next Steering Committee meeting, which is August 9th.  We won’t stop accepting 
applications after that due date but we will not review applications at the next Steering 
Committee meeting that are received past that date. Commissioner Crowell recommended some 
targeted recruitment to a list of past Measure A representatives to see if they might like to be a 
part of the Commission.  It was also suggested that a scoring or evaluation sheet be created to 
help evaluate and determine the most qualified applicants. Current Commissioners should 
complete the application as well. 
 
STEERING COMMITTEE  

The main drive and thrust of the Steering Committee is to help set the agendas for the Public 
Health Commission meetings, to help us figure out membership and recruitment, to oversee the 
various committees we are working on and to try to get some strategic thoughts around our 
relevance for the Board of Supervisors and the Alameda County Public Health Department.  
Commissioner Traylor encouraged any Commissioners who want to be involved to come if they 
want to be involved in those aspects of what we are doing.  We will send out a Survey Monkey 
to all Commissioners to determine the best time to hold future Steering Committee meetings.  
Commissioners requested, no matter what time is suggested, that conference call capabilities be 
made available for the meetings. At the last Steering Committee meeting Anita volunteered the 
webinar capability, which gives people the ability to see things online and to call in. 
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POLICY AND PLACE-BASED WORK 

Sandra Witt, Deputy Director of Planning, Policy and Health Equity and Jessica Luginbuhl, a 
fellow from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, based at the Alameda County Public 
Health Department (ACPHD) for the next two years, gave a presentation on Place Matters 
entitled, “Addressing the Root Causes of Health Inequities through a Local Policy Agenda.”  The 
Place Matters Initiative is a national effort which is part of a broader initiative put out by the 
Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies’ Health Policy Institute and funded by the W. K. 
Kellogg Foundation. The ACPHD role in this initiative is the development of a local policy 
agenda which concentrates on education, economic development, housing, incarceration, land 
use and transportation.  Five workgroups have been established in these areas with the goal of 
expanding their knowledge base, determining what a policy agenda would look like in these 
different areas, developing tools to analyze policies in terms of equity to determine who the 
policies are impacting and how to ensure we are not creating more inequities, and then 
developing a policy agenda in concert with City government and residents that the Public Health 
Department can stand behind around those broader determinants of health.   

The local policy work falls within the bigger framework of what they are doing to achieve health 
equity using a 3-pronged approach – Policy Change (around conditions which affect low income 
residents and communities of color), Institutional Change (internal change to be better able to do 
this kind of work) and Community Capacity Building (work done directly with residents in 
communities), so that no matter the color of your skin, how much money you make or where you 
live, you have the same opportunities to have a healthy life as anyone else. The ACPHD wants to 
make sure the policy work they are doing really is community driven and that the people who are 
most impacted are at the table helping to shape the policy. It is also research-driven, proactive 
(show and demonstrate what the health impacts of some of the policy decisions are), responsive 
to the communities more immediate needs and works to build relationships with different sectors 
that create those policies. 

The 5 policy workgroups are made up of racially and ethnically diverse staff from various 
divisions within the ACPHD (managers and non-managers). The people who are coordinating 
the efforts of the policy workgroups are members of something called the Planning and 
Coordination Team (PACT). Most of the PACT members are white females. So there has been a 
concerted recruitment effort to diversify that group. Commissioner Wheatley expressed her 
concern that policy is developed and the people who it most affects are not involved in setting 
the policy agenda around issues. Sandra agreed and said the second part of this is about the 
community and how we get them involved.  Commissioner Crowell said she thought it was more 
than that. It goes way beyond just getting the community involved when, in all actuality, the 
development of the processes and the process to get to the community are really being developed 
by the PACT. So, if you don’t have the kind of participation that you are looking to get the 
community involved in, from the initial stages, even within the PACT process, you really are 
flawing it, even to the point where you are taking some information out to the community and 
then asking them, based on this, now we want your input. Commission Crowell went on to say 
we already know some things, based on the Unnatural Causes information, we’ve gone through 
the training, we live and breath some of this data without even having to look at it on paper.  And 
the reality exists in the development of even the five priority key areas, instead of having a lot of 
the interactions with the groups and organizations that are making those kinds of decisions, every 
step of the way the ACPHD has the opportunity to really involve the people at the most affected 
levels from the start, not the middle. Commission Crowell also asked if there was room on the 
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PACT for Public Health Commissioners.  Sandra said we could talk about Commissioners being 
on the PACT.  Sandra went on to say the ACPHD struggled a lot with how we develop this 
strategy and make sure everyone is at the table. There was a lot of back and forth about this and 
where they ended up landing was, with the exception of 2 or 3 people, there wasn’t a lot of 
capacity in our Public Health Department to really understand it. So, staff wanted to understand 
the whole policy component first before developing the work. But, Sandra appreciated the point 
Commissioner Crowell was making and said she was right. Sandra suggested, at the end of the 
presentation, maybe part of this conversation could be about how we can incorporate 
Commissioner Crowell’s thoughts into our current process. Commissioner Crowell added that 
the ACPHD should not negate the expertise of those who are living and breathing it. A lot of 
times the most change comes from the people who are being most impacted so they educate 
themselves and educate us. Sandra agreed saying there are two components here – building 
capacity within our department to even understand these connections and then ensuring that it 
doesn’t do what Commissioners Wheatley and Crowell cautioned against. Sandra asked the 
Commissioners for suggestions on how the ACPHD can shape a meaningful resident 
engagement process, identifying resident groups that we work with, and those we don’t, and 
having them come to the table to help develop and prioritize the policy agenda. In addition, 
Sandra noted that sometimes the ACPHD is approached to analyze and comment on certain 
issues from agencies – environmental justice groups, transportation justice groups or whomever, 
but they may not necessarily reflect the priorities of the community, which is what she is hearing 
from Commissioners Wheatley and Crowell very loudly. She recognizes that as a drawback and 
an indication that the ACPHD can’t reactively respond to every request that comes to them. 
Commissioner Wheatley reminded Sandra that the Commissioners are all professional and 
wondered why the Public Health Commission wasn’t asked to participate in these efforts from 
the beginning to offer their community expertise. Sandra said she didn’t think of that but she 
believes there are opportunities now to build a better working mechanism so that this can move 
forward in the direction Commissioner Wheatley is talking about. Commissioner Woltring said 
she thinks the ACPHD doesn’t know what the capacity is of some of the individuals on the 
Public Health Commission (PHC) and it is part of the responsibility of the PHC to define 
themselves better as a group. Commissioner Crowell agreed and suggested that be a future 
agenda item. Sandra said the two ways that come to mind immediately as ways the 
Commissioners might help are as liaisons with the Board of Supervisors in particular areas and 
also by being on a particular policy workgroup. Sandra also reminded the group that, in addition 
to the work the ACPHD is doing, there is a lot of work that the Supervisors are doing around 
building health communities. There are policy components to all of that work and provide other 
opportunities to think about how the Commissioners, if they are interested, can assist with 
moving some of those forward.   

Commissioner Platt asked whether a Commissioner with a particular interest or expertise could 
be a part of the workgroups. Sandra said yes, though there would need to be some initial 
orientation and some work to catch the Commissioners up to where the workgroups are 
Commissioner Platt said at a past Steering Committee meeting, he believes Anita indicated she 
felt comfortable with the Commissioners participating in the workgroups once Sandra came and 
presented it to the Commission.  He suggested Sandra double-check that with Anita and, if it is 
OK, send the Commissioners the information so they can match up with the various workgroups. 
Commissioner Crowell said she is not sure she is interested in participating on a workgroup.  She 
feels she might best be utilized connecting with whatever group is going to be doing some 
outreach to residents, community, government agencies and other community groups throughout 
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Oakland, and not just in the Supervisorial district she represents. Commissioner Marshall 
suggested that, if the end result of these workgroups is to create and implement policy, it might 
be best to have people at the table who have the ability to make and implement policy, such as 
representatives from the Supervisor’s offices or someone from the City of Oakland, at the table 
early on in the development process. Because if we develop this policy and they say they don’t 
like it, they aren’t going to push it. Sandra responded that the policy workgroups are internal, 
building staff capacity, and then there is the stakeholder engagement. All of that will happen 
before we get to a local policy agenda.  She went on to say they have tried to engage the City of 
Oakland policy makers in this process but ran into a few issues. They do, however, have 
relationships with various programs and divisions that work on some of these issues.  
Commissioner Marshall responded that those groups can’t create policy so those relationships 
need to be developed. Commissioner Marshall went on to express his frustration with the lack of 
action on the Commission. He suggested perhaps the policy work could be narrowed down to 
one or two issues and some action begin to take place.  Commissioner Traylor said there is a lot 
of passion on the Commission for making something happen. They want to be involved and they 
want to accomplish some things.  Commissioner Londoño agreed with Commissioner Marshall’s 
assessment and added that community mobilization is key to move the policy. He also agreed 
that it was very important to select one policy change, focus on it, achieve an outcome and then 
move on to another area. Sandra thanked the Commissioners and said she appreciates all of the 
input.  This is about figuring out how to do this work. There is no road map so getting the input 
and suggestions is very helpful. Commissioner Grimm mentioned receiving an email from 
Carmen which was recommendations for addressing health disparities in communities. He 
suggested that email was a road map of sorts and perhaps we should read it, have a discussion 
around some of those issues and follow the recommendations.  Commissioners weren’t sure 
which email that was. 

Sandra also shared with the Commissioners a report called Life and Death from Unnatural 
Causes: Health and Social Inequity in Alameda County, which pulls together information 
regarding social inequities (segregation, income, employment, education), how they affect health 
inequities and what are some of the policy recommendations for improvement.  This report goes 
beyond what we usually do, which is monitor the health status of residents based on 20 health 
outcomes. This report really looks at the causes of the causes of those deaths. The report required 
the ACPHD seek organizations that are working on these issues and find out what they felt were 
some of the core issues in their particular area (transportation justice, economic development, 
affordable housing, air quality, environmental justice). The report finds that social inequities do 
affect peoples health, they concentrate in particular places among certain populations and income 
levels, and that policies have created these social inequities and, therefore, changing or 
implementing good policies can turn this around. Sandra suggested one of the possible next steps 
could be doing a presentation on the actual data in the report, if that is of interest to the group. 
 
Respectfully submitted by: Carmen Drake 

Public Health Commission members, please RSVP for the 
next meeting by contacting Carmen Drake via telephone (510) 
267-8009 or e-mail carmen.drake@acgov.org.   
Please contact Carmen with any questions regarding the 
meeting. 

  NEXT MEETING: 

  September 10, 2009 
  6:00pm to 8:00pm 
  San Leandro Library 
  300 Estudillo Avenue 
  Estudillo Conference Room 


